[Verification of reduction in preparation time and cost of cyclophosphamide when using the closed-system drug transfer device].
The closed-system transfer device (CSTD), which is used to prevent the exposure of medical staff to anticancer drugs, has been reported to allow safe preparation and administration of these drugs to patients. At many medical institutions, however, the use of such devices is limited to select anticancer drugs. This could be attributable to the longer preparation time compared to the conventional injection technique with a syringe and needle, as well as the fact that the anticancer drugs are too expensive to be covered by the remuneration available for medical services. Against this background, we measured the time required to prepare cyclophosphamide(CPA)and estimated the cost incurred. Our results indicated that the preparation time for either a single dose of 100 mg CPA or a combination of 100 mg CPA and 500 mg of another drug(100mg+500 mg group)was significantly longer than that for 500 mg of a single drug. On the other hand, use of a CSTD reduced the total cost (drug cost+CSTD cost)on switching to a single dose of 500 mg, resulting in a 5-year savings as follows: 3,755,217 yen for ChemoCLAVE®, 6,302,622 yen for PhaSeal®, and 2,698,451 yen for Chemosafe®. These findings suggest that the appropriate selection of drugs, including a large standard dose of CPA, allows shortened preparation time and reduced total drug cost as well as CSTD cost.